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Motivation

I tasks where the relational information is stored in a graph
structure with the data samples as nodes

I two types of graph-based semi-supervised learning.
I graph-based regularization methods : smooth

predictions/features of connected nodes
I graph neural networks: aggregated into a hidden representation

I This Paper: modeling the joint distribution of the data,
graph, and labels with generative models has



Why model graph using a generative model?

I succinct underlying structures of the graph data

I an observed graph is often noisy

I more general relationship among features, outcomes, and the
graph



Related Work in detail: Graph based Regularization
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Here, R a regularization function of features or labels. Most
commonly, it is set as a graph Laplacian regularizer



Method:Generation Process

I the setup is regular semi supervised deep learning

I Y = [Y obs ,Ymiss]

I infer Ymiss based on (X ,Y obs,G ).

I assume the graph is generated based on the node features and
outcomes

I This paper: p(X ,Y ,G ) = p(G |X ,Y )p(Y |X )p(X )



Method:Inference

I To infer labels of nodes: pθ(Ymiss |X ,Yobs ,G )

I But this is intractable

I Approximate by true posterior qφ(Ymiss |X ,Yobs ,G )

I ELBO:
logp(Yobs ,G |X )Eq

φ
(Ymiss |X ,Yobs ,G)(logpθ(Ymiss,Yobs,G |X )logq(Ymiss|X ,Yobs ,G))

I defined as LELBO(θ, φ;X ,Yobs ,G )

I θ̂, φ̂ = argminθ, φ̂LELBO(θ, φ;X ,Yobs ,G )



Instantiations of the Generative Model

I pθ(Y |X ) in the generative model: multi-layer perceptron

I pθ(G |X ,Y ) latent space model and stochastic block models

I Further assume independence of edges:
pθ(G |X ,Y ) = πpθi,j (ei ,j |X ,Y ).



Instantiation of LSM

I nodes lie in a latent space and the probability of ei,j only
depends the representation of nodes i and j

I logistic regression model

pθ(ei ,j = 1|xi , yi , xj , yj) = σ([(Uxi )
T , yTi , (Uxj)

T , yTj ]w) (2)



Instatiation with SBM

I SBM : C types of nodes and each node i has a (latent) type
variable zi , here same as node label

I ei ,j |yi , yj = Ber(p0) if yi = yj
I ei ,j |yi , yj = Ber(p1) if yi 6= yj



Instantiations of the Approximate Posterior Model

I qφ(Ymiss |X ,Yobs ,G )

I use GCN or GAT



Training the model

I additional supervised loss to better train the approximate
posterior model (similar to conditional VAE)

I Negative Sampling: only calculate the probabilities of the
edges observed in the graph and a set of ”negative edges”
randomly sampled from the (i, j) pairs where edges do not
exist.



Results: Benchmark

The upper block lists the discriminative baselines. The lower block lists
the proposed variants of G3NN



Missing Edge Settings



Reduced Label Settings

drop half of the training labels for each class compared to the
standard benchmark setting


